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CAUTION

SR-47C

SR-74U

The Emperor of AK

GE-0606TM

GE-0602TM-LE

Please keep away from children

Please select a safe place to fire your airsoft
gun. Always know your state and local laws
concerning airsoft gun use.

SR-47C

Never place your finger on the trigger until you are
ready to fire the gun. Always put the gun in safe mode
when not in use. Treat every gun as if it is loaded.

β-SPETSNAZ
GE-0603TM

KRINKOV
GE-0604TM

Do not aim or shoot at humans, animals,
buildings, or vehicles.

When using airsoft guns eye protection is required
(goggles or mask)

SR47

SR47

GE-0602TM

SR-47

GE-0601TM

SR-TAC

GE-0610TM

BBs may remain in the barrel after magazine removal.
To avoid injury, never look directly into the barrel and
ensure the gun is always pointed in a safe direction.

SR-ADV

GE-0609TM

SR-47 RPK
GE-0605TM

SR-AKM-S
GE-0607TM

Disassembly or modification of this product may
result in damage to your Airsoft gun, loss of
warranty, and/or serious injury.

Please use a firearm case or bag when transporting
your airsoft gun.
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Combat Crane Stock
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STEP 2

STEP 1
STEP 2

STEP 1
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WARNING

1

1.Remove the battery
from device when not
in use.
2.Please use highquality, CE approved
battery.

1

2
1.Push cover downward.
2.Remove cover to expose battery compartment.

Please use a fully charged SRC 8.4v Battery.

STEP 3

Please use a fully charged SRC 8.4v Battery (Stick type).
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1.Push Receiver top catch and hold. 2.Remove the Receiver top cover.

STEP 4

STEP 3
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STEP 4

1
2
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1.Connect the battery leads.
2.Insert the battery .
1.Connect the battery leads.
2.Insert the battery into the stock.

Tuck all wires into the stock. Follow step 2 in reverse
to install the battery compartment cover.

Reinstall the Receiver Top Cover.

(Combat Crane Stock type)
(Combat Crane Stock type)

STEP 6

1

STEP 2

STEP 1

2
STEP 5
Tuck all wires into the stock.

Please use a full charged SRC 8.4v battery (large type).

Push the release button (two side).

STEP 3

1

WARNING

2

STEP 4
Remove cover to expose battery compartment.

Follow step 2 in reverse to install the battery compartment cover.

1.Insert the battery into the stock. 2.Connect the battery leads.

Install complete

Always keep finger
off the trigger until
you are ready to
fire.Make sure the
muzzle is pointing
in a safe direction.
Keep the selector
on safe mode until
you are ready to
shoot.

STEP 4
STEP 2

STEP 1

2

1
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STEP 5

2
Please use a full charged SRC 8.4v battery (large type).

Tuck all wires into the stock.

1.Push cover downward.
2.Remove cover to expose battery compartment.

WARNING
Always keep finger
off the trigger until
you are ready to
fire.Make sure the
muzzle is pointing
in a safe direction.
Keep the selector
on safe mode until
you are ready to
shoot.

STEP 3

WARNING
1.Remove the battery
from device when not
in use.
2.Please use highquality, CE approved
battery.

Install complete
1.Insert the battery into the stock. 2.Connect the battery leads.

Follow step 2 in reverse to install the battery compartment cover.
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WARNING

Use SRC Precision BBs only. The use
of low-quality BBs may cause damage
to your airsoft gun.

4
Hop-Up set to high
(slide the Hop-Up lever towards NORMAL)

STEP 1

STEP 3

STEP 2

1

WARNING

Always keep finger off the trigger until you are ready to fire.Make
sure the muzzle is pointing in a safe direction.
Keep the selector on safe mode until you are ready to shoot.

Best position

Hop-Up set to low
(slide the Hop-Up lever towards HOP)

2

Open the BB well cover and fill with BBs

3

Safe mode

Rotate the wheel on the bottom of the magazine until
you hear the clicking sound change.

Full Auto mode

1.First locking the front of Magazine.
2.Locking the rear of Magazine until you heard it click
into place.The gun is ready to fire.

Semi Auto mode

Pull the Charging Handle to the rear, exposing the Hop-Up
lever.

To reduce the Hop-Up setting slide the Hop-Up
lever towards the NORMAL setting.

To increase the Hop-Up setting slide the Hop-Up
lever towards the HOP setting.

5
STEP 2
STEP 1
press
press

press
If BBs hit to the up of the target,
push the Rear Sight to front.

press

If BBs hit to the down of the target,
push the Rear Sight to the Rear .

6

Remove the magazine.

Turn off the Hop up by sliding the hop-up lever all the way to
NORMAL. Use the correct end of the cleaning rod .

STEP 4
Please check the motor
wiring connections.

Problem:

When the gear noise
become shrilly

WARNING

STEP 3
Please check the connectors

Insert the Cleaning rod into the Barrel to remove the
jammed BBs..

Please check the fuse
Please use a screwdriver to adjust.

Use Airsoft Safe Silicone to lubricate the hop up chamber.
Use silicone lubricant sparingly.

Always keep finger
off the trigger until
you are ready to
fire.Make sure the
muzzle is pointing
in a safe direction.
Keep the selector
on safe mode until
you are ready to
shoot.

